
total saving are S = sp ⋅ P + sl ⋅ L and aggregate saving behaviour is s = S/Y. For
any accumulation rate holds s = t/m and a relative augmentation of labour produc-
tivity augments savings and capital accumulation. In contrast, a relative rise of
capital productivity reduces economic growth. Therefore, augmenting resource
productivity is decisive for augmenting economic welfare without high economic
growth. Under the assumption, that prices describes quantities correctly and fac-
tor remunerations correspond to their productivities lower capital intensity will re-
sult in a higher wage-profit relation (L/P), but without reducing the profit rate
(r = P/K) on the reduced capital stock.

Europe 2020 Strategy’s target of higher resource efficiency will contribute to re-
duce the capital stock, but the primary target is still higher labour productivity. Re-
ferring to the general accumulation model from g = s ⋅ m and s = t/m follows
g = (t/m) ⋅ m, then capital productivity m cancels out and capital accumulation is
equal to labour productivity (g = t). This is exactly the policy approach of the Euro-
pean Union,7 which suggests, that the economy is only governed by labour.8 But,
if we interpret the same equation g = s ⋅ m with respect to capital productivity
m = g/s, then augmenting capital productivity needs a higher accumulation rate g
and/or a reduced savings rate s. As s = t/m a higher growth of labour productivity
than of capital productivity needs higher savings, which leads to higher economic
growth. But for all economic growth paths, were the growth rate of labour produc-
tivity is higher than that of capital productivity the profit rate declines.9 Therefore,
European economic growth policy runs both into economic and ecological difficul-
ties and higher resource efficiency can avoid them. Formerly, the single market
was supposed to result in capital-saving economies of scale,10 but lacking suc-
cesses led to wage reductions. Europe 2020 proposes a reinforcement of the in-
novation system, but beyond higher resource efficiency all measures are meant to
augment labour productivity and by this augment economic growth.

Capital-intensifying higher economic growth will certainly augment capital
wealth (K ), but much less economic welfare (C). The ultimate target of economic
activities is not capital accumulation, but final consumption and growing capital in-
tensity reduces the „consumption productivity of capital“ (C/K ). Longer term eco-
nomic developments generated structural changes of capital allocation, which
partly reduced capital intensity of real production. The service sector, public eco-
nomic activities and the informal sector may diminish macroeconomic capital in-
tensity. However, widespread environmental destructions in industrial countries
demonstrate that these changes of capital accumulation cannot prevent them.
Continued capital-intensifying economic growth enhances also financial invest-
ments and export surpluses. European economic policy intends primarily higher
export surpluses, for which production remains in Europe and both ecological
problems and capital intensity grow. A neoclassical substitution of natural capital
by man-made capital11 has narrow restrictions. If the price sum of productive capi-
tal with prices r for KR and q for KN is after substitution higher than before
(K' = K'R ⋅ r + K'N ⋅ q > K ) the profit rate will fall and most probably also worsen the
ecological situation. Therefore, a change of technical progress from a capital-aug-
menting to a labour-augmenting has to be considered.
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